Review of Diagnostics Guidance 3: New generation cardiac CT scanners (Aquilion ONE, Brilliance iCT, Discovery CT750 HD and Somatom Definition Flash) for cardiac imaging in people with suspected or known coronary artery disease in whom imaging is difficult with earlier generation CT scanners

Final recommendation post consultation

A technical supplement should be produced and the guidance should be transferred to the ‘static guidance list’.

1. Background

This guidance was issued in January 2012.

At the GE meeting of 3 March 2015 it was agreed that we would consult on the recommendations made in the GE proposal paper. A four week consultation has been conducted and the responses are presented below.

2. Proposal put to stakeholders

A technical supplement should be produced and the guidance should be transferred to the ‘static guidance list’.

3. Rationale for selecting this proposal

Changes in clinical practice, technology costs or evidence that would lead to a change in the recommendations of the original guidance have not been identified. However, all CT scanners included in the original guidance have been upgraded with new features or replaced with newer models. It is therefore proposed that a technical supplement describing these newer versions is produced, and that the guidance is placed on the static list.
4. Summary of consultation comments

Comments received during consultations carried out by NICE are published in the interests of openness and transparency, and to promote understanding of how recommendations are developed. The published comments are a record of the comments received, and are not endorsed by NICE, its officers or advisory committees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent: GE Healthcare</th>
<th>Comments from the Diagnostics Assessment Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response to proposal:</td>
<td>Thank you for your comments, which have been considered by NICE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE Healthcare agrees with the recommendations of the review proposal and the decision to produce a technical supplement to the guidance. GE Healthcare welcomes the opportunity to provide information on its products to contribute to develop the technical supplement.</td>
<td>Changes have been made to section 6.1.4 of the review proposal to reflect your comments on factual accuracy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 6.1.4

GE Healthcare requests that this section, describing updates to the technologies, is amended to read as follows:

"6.1.4 Discovery CT750 HD (GE Healthcare)
The GE Discovery CT750 HD scanner model is no longer marketed. It has been replaced by the Revolution GSI and Revolution HD scanner models. Inheriting the Gemstone technology from the Discovery CT750 HD, the Revolution HD provides high definition images due to higher spatial resolution. In addition the Revolution GSI has spectral imaging capabilities.

Both products feature new workflow, dose and image quality capabilities such as:

- A touch-screen interface included in the scanner gantry for improved patient workflow.
- New software which corrects for motion and is useful for imaging patients with high heart rates.
- New software for automatic selection of x-ray tube potential for optimisation of image quality at reduced radiation dose."
**Section 6.1.5**

Revolution CT does have dual energy scanning capability. The report is incorrect to state “the Revolution CT model does not have dual energy scanning.”

GE Healthcare requests that this section, describing the new technology, is amended to read as follows:

"Revolution CT (GE Healthcare)

Compared to the Revolution GSI, the Revolution CT delivers the following:

- Increased coverage – 16cm per rotation which enables scanning of the heart in one rotation.
- Faster rotation speed (0.28 second) when combined with intelligent motion correction gives an effective temporal resolution of 24 ms.
- A wider 80cm bore for improved patient access."

**Changes have been made to section 6.1.5 of the review proposal to reflect your comments on factual accuracy.**

**Section 6.3.3**

GE Healthcare provided additional information and details of new evidence in its manufacturer submission to NICE on 6 January 2015. This document highlighted a number of studies supporting the diagnostic accuracy of Discovery CT750HD in patients with high heart rates using the motion correction technology of SnapShot™ Freeze. We would request that the following references are considered for inclusion in the review proposal evidence summary as they provide support for improvements in outcomes from new technologies:

**Carrascosa, Patricia, Alejandro Deviggiano, Carlos Capunay, Macarena C. De Zan, Alejandro Goldsmit, and Gaston A. Rodriguez-Granillo. “Effect of Intracycle Motion Correction Algorithm on Image Quality and Diagnostic Performance of Computed Tomography Coronary Angiography in Patients with Suspected Coronary Artery Disease.” Acad Radiol 2015; 22:81–86**

**Haruhiko Machida MD et al, "Influence of a Novel Motion Correction Algorithm on Quality and Interpretability of Images of 64-detector Coronary CT Angiography among Patients Grouped by Heart Rate", RSNA 2014 proceedings - SSC02-04**

**Gianluca Pontone MD et al. “Impact of Intra-cycle Motion Correction Algorithm on Overall Evaluability and Accuracy in 160 Not-evaluable Consecutive Patients Studied by Computed Tomography Coronary Angiography for Suspected CAD “, RSNA 2014 proceedings - SSK03-05**

Thank you for highlighting these additional studies which were not included in the review proposal.

NICE considers updating published diagnostics guidance if the evidence base or clinical environment has changed to an extent that is likely to have a material effect on the recommendations in the existing guidance.

The current guidance makes positive recommendations on the use of CT scanners. New evidence which provides further support for improvements in outcomes is unlikely to have a material effect on these positive recommendations.

Section 6.3
GE Healthcare provided additional information and details of new evidence in its manufacturer submission to NICE on 6 January 2015. This document highlighted a number of studies supporting the diagnostic accuracy of Discovery CT750HD in patients with dense vessel calcification. We would request that the following reference is considered for inclusion in the review proposal evidence summary to update the guidance as it provides support for improvements in outcomes from new technologies:

Yasutoshi Ohta MD et al., “The Diagnostic Performance of Calcification Suppressed Coronary CT Angiography Using Rapid kV Switching Dual Energy CT”, RSNA 2014 proceedings - SSQ02-02

**Respondent:** Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics

**Response to proposal:**

**Section 6.1.1**
In the introduction, we would recommend adding a statement, that the SOMATOM Definition Flash is still the only dual-source CT scanner considered in this assessment.

We recommend adding the clinical benefits of the Stellar detector, the lowest possible radiation dose for special populations with a high prevalence of coronary heart disease, and obese patients.

**Section 6.1.4**
To avoid confusion, it might be beneficial to clarify that the dual energy scanning of the GE Revolution GSI results out of a single source scanner.

**Section 6.1.5**
We recommend to add to “reduced gantry rotation time and therefore reducing the intrinsic

---

**Comment from the Diagnostics Assessment Programme**

Thank you for your comments, which have been considered by NICE. Changes have been made to section 6.1.1, 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 of the review proposal to reflect your comments on factual accuracy.
Section 6.3.4
We feel that some relevant information is missing, showing both the efficacy and benefits of the 2nd generation Dual-Source Scanner in patients with high-grade arrhythmia:


Section 7
If the diagnostic assessment program is interested in adding some information and impact beyond CTAngiography – which actually has the impact to change the treatment pathway, we would be happy to support you. For your information please find some of the most relevant publications:


Thank you for highlighting these additional studies which were not included in the review proposal.

NICE considers updating published diagnostics guidance if the evidence base or clinical environment has changed to an extent that is likely to have a material effect on the recommendations in the existing guidance.

The current guidance makes positive recommendations on the use of CT scanners. New evidence which provides further support for improvements in outcomes is unlikely to have a material effect on these positive recommendations.

Thank you for highlighting these additional studies which were not included in the review proposal.

The original assessment focused on CT angiography in difficult to image patients with a comparator of invasive coronary angiography. When guidance is updated it would not normally be expanded to include new patient populations or subgroups, or a different disease severity or aetiology.

These studies on cardiac CT for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent: Toshiba Medical</th>
<th>Comment from the Diagnostics Assessment Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response to proposal:</strong></td>
<td>Thank you for your comments, which have been considered by NICE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 6.1.5</strong></td>
<td>NICE considers updating published diagnostics guidance if the evidence base or clinical environment has changed to an extent that is likely to have a material effect on the recommendations in the existing guidance. If changes in these areas are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba Medical would like the Aquilion PRIME to be included with in this document. Following a review of the document, it is clear that other vendors have kept their 4cm detector products in this document. (This was not challenged during the setting up of the original guidance as it was their highest level of system). Now that they have higher systems to compete with the Flash and the ONE we expected these would be removed. Based on the fact that they remain we would like the Aquilion PRIME included as it is a competitors in this product range.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product description for the above.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Confidential information is [highlighted and underlined].


The Aquilion PRIME is a 160 slice system, with a 4cm PUREViSION detector compromising of 80 rows and 0.5mm elements. Using SURECardio Prospective (Toshiba’s unique helical prospective Cardiac Acquisition package) the Aquilion PRIME utilises in combination with the PUREViSION detector - AIDR3D Enhanced, automated kV selection, automated mA modulation, to achieve low dose acquisitions (sub millisivert) in 4-5 consecutive beats. Much of this information can be seen on the Aquilion PRIME website www.aquilionprime.com

Section 6.1.2
Dependent on the display of information. The Aquilion ONE ViSION is a new system. The Aquilion ONE is still a product sharing the same name (but much like a BMW 5 series of today) it is a very different scanner to the system referred to in the original guidance. AIDR3D Toshiba’s advanced iterative reconstruction has been through a number of development steps to reach its latest level of AIDR3D Enhanced visually improved with a finer grain size, PUREViSION detector. SURE kV – automated kV selection, SUREXposure – automated mA selection based on patient size, Coronary SURESSubtraction – subtracting calcification and stents to see true vessel lumen, AMC automated motion correction – this software package is able to review movement unsharpness in an image and reviews the temporal data to correct for this movement.

Much of this information can be seen on the Aquilion ONE website www.aquilionvision.com

Changes in clinical practice, technology costs or evidence that would lead to a change in the recommendations of the original guidance have not been identified. However, all CT scanners included in the original guidance have been upgraded with new features or replaced with newer models. It is therefore proposed that a technical supplement describing these newer versions is produced, and that the guidance is placed on the static list.

Changes have been made to section 6.1.2 of the review proposal to reflect your comments on factual accuracy.

Respondent: Department of Health
Response to proposal:
The Department of Health has no substantive comments to make, regarding this consultation.

Comment from the Diagnostics Assessment Programme
Thank you for your comment.
Respondent: Lay person

Response to proposal:

When the original assessment was published I thought it inappropriate that the title of the document should specify machines rather than the generic technology; this appeared to preclude the entry of any unlisted manufacturer, and a listed manufacturer’s new machines, into this field of diagnostic devices. To be precise, I felt that the part in parentheses of the title should be deleted. I would like to see this precept implemented in any future publication.

Comment from the Diagnostics Assessment Programme

Thank you for your comment, which has been considered by NICE.

The Diagnostics assessment programme focusses on the assessment of specific, innovative systems where a well-defined value position in the care pathway can be identified. Different systems, as a result of their particular specifications, have different outcomes and costs. Other systems not included in the assessment could have different specifications, associated outcomes and costs to those included. Therefore, for precision, the assessed technologies are included in the title of the guidance.

Changes in clinical practice, technology costs or evidence that would lead to a change in the recommendations of the original guidance have not been identified. However, all CT scanners included in the original guidance have been upgraded with new features or replaced with newer models. It is therefore proposed that a technical supplement describing these newer versions is produced, and that the
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